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1 IntroductionConcurrency control is one of the main issues in the studies of real-time database systems.With a strict consistency requirement de�ned by serializability, most real-time concurrencycontrol schemes considered in the literature are based on two-phase locking (2PL) [18,2, 9, 17]. This is not surprising since 2PL has been well studied in traditional databasesystems and is being widely used in commercial databases. But 2PL, on the other hand,has some inherent problems such as the possibility of deadlocks and long and unpredictableblocking times. These appear to be serious problems for real-time transaction processing,since in a real-time environment, transactions need to meet their time constraints as wellas consistency requirements.Recently, some alternatives to two-phase locking for real-time systems have been pro-posed and studied [16, 8, 6, 10, 7, 13]. Among them is a class of concurrency controlschemes based on the well-know optimistic approach [12]. Ideally, optimistic concurrencycontrol (OCC) has the properties of non-blocking and deadlock freedom. These proper-ties make the scheme especially attractive to real-time transaction processing. In real-timedatabase systems, OCC may be in a better position to be integrated with priority-drivenCPU scheduling. Previous performance studies [6, 7] have shown that under a policy thatdiscards transactions which have missed their deadlines, OCC outperforms 2PL over a widerange of system utilizations. The results in [6, 7] are based on simulation, where optimisticconcurrency control is carried out at the logical level and detailed implementation issues atthe physical level are ignored.In this study, we examine the overall e�ects and the impact of the overheads involvedin implementing real-time optimistic concurrency control. Using a locking mechanism toensure the correctness of the OCC implementation, we develop a set of optimistic concur-rency control protocols in connection with priority-driven preemptive CPU scheduling. Theprotocols possess the property of deadlock freedom and have the potential for a high degreeof parallelism. Our performance studies conducted on a real-time database testbed showthat the blocking e�ect caused by the locking mechanism adopted in the implementationscheme has a major impact on the performance of the optimistic concurrency control pro-tocol. In meeting transaction deadline, the protocols are sensitive to priority inversion, butnot to resource utilization. As in non real-time databases, compared to a variation of 2PLwhich aborts the lower priority transaction when conict occurs, the locking-based OCCperforms better when data contention is low and worse when data contention is high.Because of their higher probability to conict with other transactions, long transac-tions are likely to be repeatedly restarted and thus have less chance to meet their deadlinethan short transactions. Instead of limiting the number of transaction restarts, as is of-ten proposed to address this starvation problem in traditional database systems, we use atransaction length and deadline sensitive priority assignment to address the problem. Weshow that integrated with the proposed weighted priority scheduling policy the optimisticconcurrency control approach is more exible in coping with the starvation problem thanthe two-phase locking scheme.This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we present our locking-based OCC1



protocols and discuss implications of the implementation. In Section 3, we describe the real-time database testbed that was used for the performance studies. The experimental resultsare presented and discussed in detail in Section 4. Finally, we give concluding remarks andpoint out future research directions in Section 5.2 Optimistic Concurrency Control for Real-Time Transac-tionsIn this section, we �rst discuss the principles underlying optimistic concurrency controlfor real-time transactions, particularly regarding its validation. Then we propose a set oflocking-based optimistic concurrent control protocols and discuss their implications in com-parison with a two-phase locking approach. At the end, we present some conict resolutionpolicies used in conjunction with the proposed protocols.2.1 Principle of Optimistic Concurrency ControlWith the original OCC [12], the execution of a transaction consists of three phases: read,validation, and write. The key component in OCC is the validation phase where a transac-tion's destiny is decided. To ensure the serializability criterion, it must be satis�ed that iftransaction Ti is serialized before transaction Tj , thenCondition 1: the writes of Ti should not a�ect the read phase of Tj; andCondition 2: Ti's writes should not overwrite Tj 's writes.Basically, the validation process can be carried out in either of the following two ways1:� Backward validation: validating against committed transactions. When a conictis detected, the validating transaction will abort itself.� Forward validation: validating against active transactions. When a conict isdetected, either the validating transaction in validation phase or the conicting trans-actions in read phase can be aborted. Futhermore, the validating transaction maydefer validation until later on, thus avoiding any unnecessary abort.In real-time database systems, conicts should be resolved according to the priority as-sociated with real-time transactions. As a result, either the validating transaction or theconicting transaction(s) may be chosen for abort or possible delay. Clearly, to provide ex-ibility for conict resolution, a transaction should be validated against active transactionsinstead of committed ones, i.e., forward validation is preferable.Let Tj be the validating transaction and Ti (i = 1,2,...,n, i 6= j) be the transactions intheir read phase. Let RS(T ) and WS(T ) denote the read set and write set of transaction T ,respectively. Then, the validation operation can be described by the following procedure.1For detailed discussion, the reader is referred to [5].2



VALID := truefor Ti (i = 1,2, ..., n) doif WS(Tj) \ RS(Ti) 6= fgthen VALID := falseif VALIDthen execute write phaseelse invoke real-time conict resolutionThe condition WS(Tj) \ RS(Ti) 6= fg guarantees that data read by the Ti's have not beenwritten by Tj . To ensure Condition 2, I/O operations in the write phase must be donesequentially in validation order.2.2 Optimistic concurrency control using locking (OCCL)Validating against active transactions is straightforward at the logical level. For example,a broadcast mechanism can be used for the validation, where the validating transaction\noti�es" other currently running transactions of data access conict [6]. In the following,we describe a physical implementation of a set of validation protocols.The proposed protocols are based on a locking mechanism [5], thus being namedOCCL2. In the system, each transaction Ti maintains its own read set, RS(Ti), and write set,WS(Ti). In addition, a systemwide lock table, LT, is shared by all concurrently executingtransactions. We de�ne two lock modes - read-phase lock (R-lock) and validation-phase lock(V-lock), where an R-lock for a data item is set in LT by transaction in its read phase whilea V-lock on a data item is set only by a transaction in its validation phase. The two lockmodes are not compatible. Briey, the validation operation is carried out by checking thelock compatibility with the lock table.As we mentioned above, to satisfy the requirement of serializability, two conditionsmust hold. Here Condition 1 is ensured by the locking mechanism. We give two protocolsfor ensuring Condition 2. Again, we use Ti (i = 1,2,...,n) to denote transactions in readphase and Tj as the transaction in validation phase. We bracket a critical section by \<"and \>".2.2.1 Serial validation-write: OCCL-SVWA simple way to guarantee Condition 2 is to embed the validation phase and write phasein one critical section. We call this scheme serial validation-write in the sense that thevalidation phase and the write phase are indivisible.During the read phase, each transaction Ti works on its own local copy and sets anR-lock in LT for every data object in its RS(Ti). During the validation phase, the validatingtransaction Tj checks its WS(Tj) against RS(Ti) by setting the V-lock for all data objectsin its WS(Tj) in LT. If all the V-locks can be obtained, that means that the write set of2It was called pseudo-locking in our earlier work [10].3



the validating transaction does not intersect with the read set of any other active transac-tions. At this point, the validating transaction deletes its R-locks in LT and proceeds to itswrite phase. A failure to set a V-lock, on the other hand, indicates that Condition 1 hasbeen violated, since this implies that a data object in WS(Tj) also falls in RS(Ti) of othertransaction(s). In this case, the real-time conict resolution policy is invoked to resolve theconict (see Section 2.4). We give the protocol for the serial validation-write scheme viathe following pseudo code.OCCL SVW:Read phase:< for every data object in RS(Ti) doset an R-lock in LT >Validation and Write Phase:VALID := true< for every data object in WS(Ti) doset a V-lock in LTif an R-lock of that object existsthen VALID := falserelease Tj 's R-locks in LTif VALIDthen execute write phaseelse invoke real-time conict resolutionrelease Tj 's V-locks in LT >OCCL SVW is simple and is easy to implement. It can be applied both to main memoryresident database systems where the write phase is done in mainmemory and to disk residentdatabases. The latter will produce good performance if most of the transactions are queries.On the other hand, serial validation-write may not be necessary if conicts occur rarelybetween update transactions. Also, since the write phase and the validation phase areembedded together in a critical section, the critical section can easily become a bottleneck.This is especially true of disk resident databases. To separate the write phase from thecritical section, we now develop another protocol, called parallel validation-write.2.2.2 Parallel validation-write: OCCL-PVWIn order to separate the write phase from the critical section and at the same time toguarantee Condition 2, transactions in read phase need to set R-locks based on their writeset as well as their read set. Let TRH be the set of transactions which hold an R-lock on thesame data object in LT. We give the protocol for parallel validation-write in the following.OCCL PVW: 4



Read phase:< for every data object in RS(Ti) and WS(Ti) doset an R-lock in LTif a V-lock of that object already exists in LT >then wait for V-lock releaseValidation and Write Phase:VALID := true< for every data object in WS(Tj) doset a V-lock in LTif an R-lock of that object exists andTj is not the only one in TRHthen VALID := falserelease Tj 's R-locks in LTif not VALIDthen invoke real-time conict resolution >else execute write phase< release Tj 's V-locks in LT>In this protocol, a write-write conict between a transaction in its validation/write phaseand a transaction in its read phase can be detected and the two write operations on thedatabase are serialized by the locking scheme. Thus Condition 2 is guaranteed.Compared with OCCL SVW, OCCL PVW provides greater concurrency by separatingthe validation phase and the write phase from one critical section. On the other hand,OCCL PVW may cause a higher conict rate, since there exist not only read-write conictsbut also write-write conicts now. Which protocol is chosen depends on the type of databasesystem (memory or disk-resident) and the kind of workload (write/read ratio).2.3 Some ImplicationsSince a locking scheme is used in OCCL, it is necessary to compare OCCL with the two-phase locking (2PL) approach in terms of locking mechanism and implementation overhead.2.3.1 Locking mechanismWith respect to the locking mechanism, OCCL presented here is di�erent from 2PL. Notethat a V-lock is issued at the end of a transaction and the locking period is the duration ofvalidation phase plus write phase. With 2PL, however, the write lock is issued whenever theupdate transaction accesses a data object for update and the locking period may be as longas the transaction lifetime. Furthermore, the R-lock used here will not block any concurrenttransactions in their read phase, while under 2PL any conict between read/write locks willblock the conicting transactions. 5



In addition, OCCL is deadlock-free, even though R-lock and V-lock are used. This isguaranteed by letting the validating transaction set V-locks in the critical section. Since atransaction that has been granted all of its V-locks will not request any lock after leavingits critical section, it is not possible for it to wait for any other (lock-holding) transactions.Thus, a wait-for cycle cannot be formed.Because OCCL and 2PL use locks, priority inversion may occur.3 With 2PL, priorityinversion can be avoided by forcing the high priority transaction to abort the low prioritytransaction so that a higher priority transaction is never blocked. The problem is morecomplicated in OCCL than 2PL. Priority inversion may occur in two places with OCCL.One is in the validation phase, where setting the V-lock fails. This problem is addressedby various conict resolution policies (see Section 2.4). Priority inversion may also happenin the read phase when a transaction attempts to set an R-lock for the data object to beaccessed. In this case, it is preferable to let the higher priority transaction in the readphase wait for the low priority transaction. This is because the low priority transaction isalready in its validation stage or perhaps even in its write phase. Aborting a transactionnear completion may cost more, on average, than blocking a higher priority transaction fora limited period of time. To shorten the blocking period, a priority inheritance schedulingscheme can be applied during the validation phase and write phase [11]. For instance, theCPU scheduler may raise the process priority of the validating transaction to the highestamong the concurrent transactions, thus reducing the time for validation processing. Inaddition, we may use transaction priority to manage access to the critical section. Whenmore than one transaction is waiting for the critical section, then the one with the highestpriority will get access �rst. Therefore, the worst case blocking time for the higher prioritytransaction is limited to the delay involved in transaction validation (under OCCL PVW).2.3.2 The starvation problemAnother problem that 2PL and OCCL may encounter is starvation. In this context, starva-tion occurs when transactions are restarted again and again until they miss their deadline.Long transactions have a higher probability of being starved because of their higher proba-bility of access conict. This results in a lower deadline guarantee ratio for long transactionsthan for short transactions. In traditional database systems, OCCL may result in more se-vere starvation because of its high degree of parallelism. Many solutions to the starvationproblem have been proposed (e.g., [14, 15, 19]). These schemes basically rely on limiting thenumber of transaction restarts. Given the timing constraints in real-time database systems,we use CPU scheduling to address the starvation problem. Based on our earlier studieson transactions with di�erent characteristics [9], here we group transactions into classes bytransaction length and assign a weight to each class. The weighting factor is incorporatedin the CPU scheduling such that long transactions may have higher priority over shorttransactions. Using transaction deadline information, the weighted transaction priority iscalculated by3Priority inversion [16] refers to the situation where a high priority transaction is blocked by a low prioritytransaction due to access conict. 6



p = (d� t)=w; d > 0; t > 0; w � 1:where d is the transaction deadline, t is the time when CPU scheduling takes place, and wis the length weighting factor. The smaller the p value, the higher the transaction priority.The speci�c weights used are discussed in Section 3. Note that for transactions with thesame length, this corresponds to the earliest-deadline-�rst scheduling strategy.2.3.3 Implementation overheadIn terms of physical implementation, both OCCL and 2PL require a central lock table. Forthe sake of comparison, we list the lock table operations required by the two schemes.OCCL:1. insert a data object ID with an R-lock into the lock table during the read phase;2. search for a data object ID and convert the corresponding R-lock into a V-lock (if theobject has been updated) during the validation phase;3. delete a data object ID when an R-lock is released during validation phase or when aV-lock is released at the end of the write phase.2PL:1. search for a data object ID and check its lock compatibility against the lock mode oflock holder(s);2. insert a data object ID with read or write lock into the lock table;3. delete a data object ID when a lock is release at the end of the transaction.It is clear that the physical operations on the lock table are the same for the twoprotocols. Despite the similarity, there are some di�erences between OCCL and 2PL. Forexample, 2PL needs to detect potential deadlock before a lock request is queued whileOCCL does not. The implementation overhead of the two concurrency control protocolshas been examined through experiments and the results are presented in Section 4.2.4 Conict ResolutionWith OCCL, an algorithm is needed to resolve the access conicts during the validationphase. As discussed above, this conict resolution should consider transaction priority basedon transaction deadlines and length as discussed above. In other words, the resolution policyshould aim at improving the performance of real-time transactions in terms of meetingtransaction deadlines. Here are some basic resolution policies:7



1. Commit: CMTAlways let the validating transaction commit and abort all the conicting transactions.This strategy guarantees that as long as a transaction reaches its validation phase, itwill always �nish. The advantage of this strategy is that the resources (CPU, I/O, etc.)consumed by a �nishing (validating) transaction are never wasted. Applying CPUscheduling, we expect that transactions with higher priority have a higher probabilityof reaching the validation phase and, in turn, have a higher probability of committing.2. Priority abort: PAAbort the validating transaction only if its priority is less than that of all the conictingtransactions. This strategy takes transaction priority into account, but still favorsthe validating transaction. It aims at reducing the resources wasted due to abortedtransactions.3. Priority wait: PWIf the priority of the validating transaction is not the highest among the conictingtransactions, wait for the conicting transactions with higher priority to complete. Insome cases, the strategy of aborting conicting transactions appears too conservative,causing unnecessary transaction abort. Consider the situation where the validatingtransaction conicts with transactions which have only read operations. If the vali-dating transaction has a lower priority compared with other conicting ones, insteadof being aborted, it may be deferred. In other words, this transaction is \preempted"from its validation phase and is placed in a waiting queue to wait until all of theconicting transactions with higher priority �nish their validation. One variation ofthe priority wait strategy is WAIT-50 proposed in [7], where a validating transactionwill wait if at least 50% of the conicting transactions have a higher priority overthe validating transaction. The protocol aims at balancing the wait factor and thepriority cognizance.There can be other variations of the conict resolution strategy. Since in this study weemphasize the fundamental analysis of OCC performance with respect to its implementa-tion, we only examine the three simple conict resolution policies discussed above.3 Test EnvironmentThe proposed locking-based optimistic concurrency control protocol, together with severalreal-time conict resolution schemes, have been implemented and evaluated on our real-time database testbed RT-CARAT [9]. In this section, we briey introduce the testbedorganization and describe the system and workload parameter settings.3.1 Testbed organizationCurrently, RT-CARAT is a centralized, secondary storage real-time database testbed builton top of the VAX/VMS operating system. It contains all of the major functional com-8



ponents of a transaction processing system, such as transaction management, data man-agement, log management, and communication management. The testbed is implementedas a set of cooperating server processes which communicate via e�cient message passingmechanisms. A pool of transaction processes (TR's) simulate the users of the real-timedatabase. Accordingly, there is a pool of data managers (DM's) which service transactionrequests from the user processes (the TR's). There is one transaction manager, called theTM server, acting as the inter-process communication agent between TR and DM pro-cesses. The communications between TR, TM and DM processes are carried out throughmailboxes, a facility provided by VAX/VMS. To be more e�cient, TM and DM processesalso share some information, such as transaction deadline and priority, through a commonmemory space, called the global section in VAX/VMS.Using the underlying VAX/VMS operating system real-time priorities, the priority-driven preemptive scheduling is done by a CPU scheduler embedded in the TM. Upon thearrival of a new transaction, the scheduler assigns a priority to the transaction accordingto the CPU scheduling policy. The scheduling operation is done by mapping the assignedtransaction priority to the real-time priority of the DM process which carries out the trans-action execution. At this point, an executing DM will be preempted if it is not the highestpriority DM process at the moment, otherwise it will continue to run until it completesor until it needs to wait for an I/O. Concurrency control is part of the DM process. Itincorporates the CPU scheduler of the TM process in its real-time conict resolution.RT-CARAT is a system that contains a �xed number of users that submit transactionrequests one after another, with a certain think time (�) in-between. This model capturesmany applications in the real world, although certainly not all applications (e.g., an opensystem model is more appropriate for a process control system). For example, in an airlinereservation system, there is a �xed number of computer terminals. The airline clerk at eachterminal may check a ight, reserve a seat, or cancel a reservation for customers. Aftersubmitting a request to the system, the clerk waits for a result. He may submit anotherrequest after getting a response from the previous one.A transaction is characterized by its length and deadline. The length is speci�ed byT (x; y), where x is the number of steps that a transaction needs to execute, and y is thenumber of records accessed in each step. Transaction deadline is randomly generated froma uniform distribution within a deadline window, [d base; � � d base], where d base is thewindow baseline and � is a variable determining the upper bound of the deadline window.For each workload in the experiments, d base is speci�ed �rst by the formula:d base = avg rsp� stnd dviwhere avg rsp is the average response time of the read-only transactions with the samelength when executed in a non real-time database environment, and stnd dvi is the standarddeviation of the response time.A transaction terminates upon completion or a termination abort. The latter refersto the situation where a transaction has missed its deadline and it is thus aborted by thesystem. A transaction aborted due to deadlock or data access conict will be restarted aslong as it has not passed its deadline. Hence a transaction may make multiple runs before it9



Table 1: System ParametersParameter SettingsDisks disk1: database; disk2: log.MPL (multi-programming level) 10, 8, 6, 4DB (database size) MPL � 100 blocks (6 records/block)eventually terminates. Note that a restarted transaction will access the same set of recordsas it did in its �rst run.3.2 Parameter settingsTable 1 summarizes the system parameter settings. The experiments were conducted ona VAXstation 3100/M38 with two RZ55 disks, one for the database and the other for thelog. Given the physical machine, in order to examine the degree of resource contention(CPU and I/O), the system multi-programming level (MPL) is varied from 10 to 4. Whilethis is a low degree of multiprogramming, compared to what we would �nd in practice,the database size in the experiments (1000 - 400 blocks) is also smaller than we would �ndin practice. With a proper system scaling, many factors, such as the level of data accessconict, can model practical situations. Thus, the performance results obtained from thesmaller system can reect the performance of a larger system. In our experiments, in orderto isolate the e�ect of resource contention from that of data contention, the database sizeis set proportional to MPL.Table 2 describes the workload parameters and their settings in the experiments. Weconsider two workloads; one where all transactions consist of 6 steps, P [x = 6] = 1, and theother where one half have 4 steps and the other half 8 steps, P [x = 4] = P [x = 8] = 1=2.The latter workload is used particularly for analyzing the starvation problem. The numberof records to be accessed per transaction step, y, is �xed at 4. The deadline windowfactor, �, is a timing-related parameter which speci�es the deadline distribution of real-time transactions. The smaller the value of �, the tighter the transaction deadlines andvice versa. In RT-CARAT, a transaction is either read (where each step is a sequence ofFIND and GET operations) or write (where each step is a sequence of FIND, GET andMODIFY operations).4 The probability that a transaction is a write transaction, Pw, isanother parameter that directly a�ects transaction conict rate. The transaction externalthink time, � , is set at 0 in the experiments.4 Experimental ResultsIn this section, we present experimental results from our performance studies.4FIND, GET, MODIFY etc. are the statements of Data Manipulation Language in VAX DBMS. Thecorresponding operations are fully implemented on RT-CARAT.10



Table 2: Workload ParametersParameter Settingsx (steps per transaction) 4, 6, 8 stepsy (records accessed per trans. step) 4 records� (deadline window factor) 2.0 - 6.0Pw (prob. of write transactions) 0.0 - 1.0� (external think time) 0.0 secondsTable 3 lists the schemes examined in the experiments. We consider two basic concur-rency control protocols, 2PL and OCCL, in combination with di�erent conict resolutionpolicies.5 2PL NRT and OCCL NRT are two baselines for the purpose of performance com-parisons. They correspond to 2PL and OCCL schemes in non real-time (NRT) databasesystems, where a multi-level feedback queue algorithm is used for CPU scheduling. In caseof access conict, under 2PL NRT, the lock-requesting transaction is put into a wait queue;under OCCL NRT, the validating transaction always commits. 2PL WAIT and OCCL CMTemploy priority-driven, preemptive scheduling. Transaction priority is assigned accordingto earlier-deadline-�rst policy. Still, the two schemes do not take transaction timing con-straints into account for resolving access conict. 2PL PA and OCCL PW consider trans-action priority for both CPU scheduling and conict resolution. Note that here the conictresolution scheme PW refers to WAIT-50 [7].Table 3: Schemes ExaminedScheme Conict resolution CPU scheduling2PL NRT wait Multi-level feedback queue2PL WAIT wait Earliest deadline �rst2PL PA priority abort Earliest deadline �rstOCCL NRT commit Multi-level feedback queueOCCL CMT commit Earliest deadline �rstOCCL PW priority wait Earliest deadline �rstBesides the above schemes, we also examined the conict resolution policy PA forOCCL (i.e., OCCL PA). The results show that PA performs no better than CMT due toaborts of the (validating) transaction near its completion. To save space, we do not includethese experimental results here.The basic metric used for performance evaluation is deadline guarantee ratio, which isthe percentage of transactions that complete by their deadline. We also collect statistics on5The optimistic concurrency control protocol implemented on RT-CARAT is OCCL PVW. This is be-cause the testbed is a disk-resident real-time database and cannot a�ord the long waits (for writing) inherentin OCCL SVW. In the rest of the paper, we refer to it as OCCL.11



transaction abort ratio, blocking time, wasted operations, and CPU and I/O utilizations soas to provide insights into the protocol performance.The data collection in the experiments is based on the method of replication. Thestatistical data has 95% con�dence intervals whose end points are within 2% of the pointestimate for deadline guarantee ratio. In the following graphs, we only plot the mean valuesof the performance measures.4.0.1 Experiment 1: Protocol overheadIn our performance studies, we �rst compare the implementation overhead of the two typesof concurrency control protocols, 2PL and OCCL.The overhead is measured by the average CPU processing time spent on concurrencycontrol per page. To capture the overhead under all the execution paths, we vary the writeprobability Pw. At this point, other parameter settings are irrelevant. Figure 1 indicatesthat the implementation overheads of the two protocols are quite close. This is due tothe fact that even though the two protocols di�er at the logical level (two-phase lockingvs. optimistic approach), the underlying physical implementations are very similar. Bothprotocols rely on a locking technique for data access control, and they both involve hashingoperation and lock table management. Despite the similarities, 2PL employs deadlockdetection while OCCL does not. However, our previous studies [9] have shown that thedeadlock detection on RT-CARAT does not incur signi�cant overhead. On the other hand,the implementation of OCCL costs more to maintain read/write sets for each individualtransaction. This may be the reason why OCCL has slightly larger overhead than 2PL.Knowing that the two logically di�erent protocols have similar overhead, we now ana-lyze how the implementation schemes a�ect the performance of the two protocols.4.1 Experiment 2: Data contentionIn this experiment, we examine the protocol performance under di�erent data contentionlevels by varying the write probability, Pw. We �x the multi-programming level at 8 withx = 6 and � = 5.Figure 2 shows the transaction deadline guarantee ratio for six schemes. As one wouldexpect, the deadline guarantee ratio drops as data contention increases. The performance oftwo baselines, 2PL NRT and OCCL NRT, is consistent with the results from previous stud-ies (e.g., [4, 1]), i.e., non real-time two-phase locking outperforms non real-time optimisticapproach under data and resource contention. Here an interesting observation is that com-bined with priority-driven preemptive scheduling, the optimistic approach (OCCL CMT)performs better than two-phase locking (2PL WAIT). Furthermore, as we incorporate trans-action priority into conict resolution for the two types of protocols, 2PL PA further in-creases the deadline guarantee ratio, with respect to 2PL WAIT, by as much as 17% for Pw= 0.6, while OCCL PW performs only slightly better than OCCL CMT.12



The performance of these schemes may be a�ected by several factors, such as transac-tion blocking time, priority inversion and abort ratio. Based on the implementation details,we now explain the results shown in Figure 2.A transaction can be blocked due to access conict. Under OCCL, this happens inthe transaction read phase where an R-lock requesting transaction has to wait for thetransaction holding the V-lock. In addition, under OCCL PW, a validating transactionmay be blocked when it conicts with higher priority transactions in read phase. Under2PL, blocking can occur at any point along the course of its execution whenever there isa read-write or write-write conict. Figure 3 depicts the average transaction waiting time(in seconds) for each blocking instance. Overall, the waiting time under OCCL scheme isshorter than under 2PL. This is because even though both schemes rely on locking, OCCLshrinks the locking period (V-lock holding time) to the �nal stage of transaction execution,thus reducing the waiting time. Furthermore, as we discussed in Section 2.3.1, applyingpriority-driven CPU scheduling to OCCL further reduces the waiting time as much as 40%(comparing OCCL NRT with OCCL CMT and OCCL PW). Compared with OCCL CMT,the waiting time under OCCL PW is increased by about 10%, from 0.59 to 0.65 (seconds),for Pw = 0.2. On the other hand, when Pw is high, the two schemes perform the same.This is a direct result of the implementation which avoids cyclic V-lock conicts betweentwo write transactions.Figure 4 shows the total waiting time for each transaction run. The trend here is similarto what we observed in Figure 3.As discussed in Section 2.3.1, priority inversion, a special case of transaction blocking,may occur under both 2PL and OCCL. Figure 5 plots the average number of priorityinversions encountered per transaction run. In 2PL PA, a high priority transaction willnot wait for a low priority transaction when a conict occurs. Hence 2PL PA performs thebest in terms of avoiding the problem of priority inversion. Note that the priority inversionunder 2PL PA is slightly greater than 0. This is because on RT-CARAT, the high prioritytransaction is forced to wait for a lower priority transaction if the low priority transactionhas already completed its write operations on the database and is about to release its locks.Under OCCL, since a blocked higher priority transaction in read phase has to wait for aV-lock holder to complete its validation phase and write phase, the probability for priorityinversion to occur is higher than 2PL PA, especially when Pw is large. Again, combined withpriority-driven CPU scheduling, OCCL CMT and OCCL PW perform much better thanOCCL NRT. Under OCCL PW, a transaction in read phase has less chance to be blockedsince the validating transaction might be in the validation-wait state. Thus, the probabilityof priority inversion under OCCL PW is slightly lower than that under OCCL CMT.Transaction abort rate is another major factor that a�ects the protocol performance.Figure 6 illustrates the average transaction abort ratio (i.e., the percentage of transactionsaborted due to deadlock or access conict). Clearly, the wait-oriented schemes, 2PL NRTand 2PL WAIT, result in a much lower abort ratio than the abort-oriented schemes - 2PL PAand OCCL. With a high degree of parallelism and the shorter blocking time (see Figures3 and 4), all the OCCL schemes have a lower abort ratio than 2PL PA when the datacontention is low, but a higher abort ratio when the data contention becomes high. The13



saturation behavior under 2PL is due to its increased blocking e�ect when the data con-tention becomes high. Among the three OCCL schemes, OCCL PW has the lowest abortratio (12% lower than OCCL CMT for Pw = 0.2), since it incorporates a wait mechanismin the validation phase.In the context of transaction abort, we also measure the transaction abort length, i.e.,the number of steps that have been processed when a transaction is aborted. To reducethe wasted system resources, the abort length should be as short as possible. Figure 7shows the abort length for the six schemes. Since 2PL PA may detect access conict andimmediately apply priority abort at any point along the course of its execution, it resultsin the shortest abort length. 2PL NRT and 2PL WAIT allow aborts only when a deadlockis detected. This \pessimistic" wait strategy leads to longer abort lengths. For OCCL,because of its high degree of parallelism, a transaction may proceed until it is aborted by avalidating transaction, thus resulting in the abort length longer than for 2PL PA. Integratedwith CPU scheduling, OCCL CMT and OCCL PW make the higher priority transactionproceed faster than other lower ones, which means that the abort length of the transactionsin read phase becomes shorter than that under OCCL NRT.Figure 8 depicts the wasted operations per transaction execution, i.e., the number ofsteps wasted for each submitted transaction. This measurement reects the combined e�ectof both transaction abort ratio and abort length.With respect to resource consumption, CPU and I/O utilizations are plotted in Figure9 and Figure 10, respectively. As one expects, the wait-oriented schemes, 2PL NRT and2PL WAIT, consume less resources than the abort-oriented schemes - 2PL PA and OCCL.Due to a high degree of parallelism and the shorter blocking time, OCCL results in higherCPU and I/O utilizations than 2PL PA.Having examined the protocol performance in detail, we come to the following pointswith respect to the performance results demonstrated in Figure 2.� CPU scheduling algorithm that takes transaction deadlines into account plays animportant role in improving the performance of concurrency control protocols, par-ticularly for OCCL which provides a high degree of parallelism and short blockingperiod.� The three schemes, 2PL PA, OCCL CMT and OCCL PW, with the least priorityinversions, perform the best. The di�erence between the three schemes depends onthe amount of wasted operations. 2PL PA performs the best when data contention ishigh, since it results in the least wasted operations.� The wait strategy employed by OCCL PW has no signi�cant impact on improvingOCCL performance. It is the e�ect of increased waiting time that overshadows theperformance gain due to reducing wasted operations. In addition, the implementationscheme for avoiding cyclic V-lock conicts prevents the wait strategy from taking partin conict resolution when the probability of write-write conict is high.Our results show that 2PL PA, OCCL CMT and OCCL PW are superior to the otherprotocols. Moreover, the further experiments with various workload settings show that there14



is no signi�cant performance di�erence between OCCL CMT and OCCL PW. To simplifythe presentation and to save space, we only demonstrate and compare the performance of2PL PA and OCCL CMT in the following sections.4.2 Experiment 3: Deadline distributionDeadline distribution may also a�ect protocol performance. Extending Experiment 2, wevary the tightness of transaction deadlines while �xing the probability of write transactions,Pw. We �rst examine the possible e�ect of the deadline distribution on performance whenlow data contention is low, Pw = 0.2. Figure 11 plots the deadline guarantee ratio versusdeadline window factor �. As we have observed in Figure 3, when the deadline is loose(� = 5), 2PL PA and OCCL CMT show similar performance, since transactions completeby their deadline most of the time. Now as � decreases, OCCL CMT becomes superior to2PL PA. This can be explained as follows: When data contention is low, the two protocolshave nearly the same probability of priority inversion (see Figure 5) and the same amount ofwasted operations (see Figure 8). Under such a condition, the protocol with shorter blockingtime (see Figure 4) wins.Next we vary the deadline window factor � under high data contention with Pw = 0.8.Figure 12 shows the deadline guarantee ratio for 2PL PA and OCCL CMT, respectively.In contrast to the results shown in Figure 11, here 2PL PA outperforms OCCL CMT whenthe deadlines are relatively loose. This is mainly due to the fact that both the wastedoperations and the probability of priority inversion under OCCL CMT increase as datacontention becomes high. Even though 2PL PA has a longer blocking time, it works betteras long as the transaction deadlines are long enough.4.3 Experiment 4: I/O resource contentionAll of the experiments presented above are carried out in a system with I/O resourcecontention, where the I/O utilization under 2PL PA and OCCL CMT was always above93% with average queue length > 4 (see Figure 10). In this set of experiments, we examinethe protocol performance in a system where there is no severe resource contention. To do so,we reduce MPL from 8 to 4. Note that the database size is also reduced correspondingly,from 800 to 400 (blocks), so that the level of data contention for MPL = 4 is comparablewith that for MPL = 8.We �rst exercise the two concurrency control schemes under low data contention. Fig-ure 13 illustrates the deadline guarantee ratio versus deadline window factor � with Pw= 0.2. Under such workloads, the I/O utilization drops below 83%. Comparing Figure 13with Figure 11, we observe again that the two protocols perform basically the same. Wehave also observed (not shown here) that the two protocols perform the same with respectto priority inversion and wasted operations, but 2PL PA results in longer waiting time thanOCCL CMT on locking. This is the main reason why reducing resource utilization does nota�ect the protocol performance. 15



The possible e�ect of resource contention is then examined under high data contention.Figure 14 shows the deadline guarantee ratio for Pw = 0.8. Comparing it with Figure 12, wesee the similarity again, despite the drop of I/O utilization from 95% for MPL = 8 to 80%for MPL = 4 (under OCCL CMT). Under high data contention, the high abort ratio andthe long abort length of OCCL CMT lead to a larger number of wasted operations, about25% higher than 2PL PA. Furthermore, the chance of priority inversion for OCCL CMTbecomes high (0.16), as compared to 2PL PA (0.04). These two factors, particularly thepriority inversion, degrade the OCCL CMT performance.Here we can see that reducing resource utilization does not improveOCCL performance.Under OCCL, due to the use of locking, the e�ect of priority inversion is sensitive to theduration of the write phase. Therefore, it is the I/O speed that needs to be improved.4.4 Experiment 5: Transaction lengthThe transactions we have exercised in these OCC experiments thus far are equal in length(x = 6). We now look at workloads with a mix of di�erent transaction lengths. To makedata analyzable and yet comparable with previous results, we exercise the workload withtwo lengths of transactions, x = 8 (long) and x = 4 (short), with mean value 6 (i.e, P [x =4] = P [x = 8] = 1=2).Figure 15 shows the transaction deadline guarantee ratio versus Pw for 2PL PA andOCCL CMT. Examining the average deadline guarantee ratio, we can see that the result issimilar to what we have observed in Figure 2 for x = 6, i.e., 2PL PA performs better thanOCCL CMT when data contention is high. However, as we examine the deadline guaranteeratio of long and short transactions, we see that under data contention, OCCL CMT outper-forms 2PL PA for short transactions while 2PL PA performs much better than OCCL CMTfor long transactions. In addition, under both schemes, the deadline guarantee ratio of shorttransactions is much higher than that of long transactions. This observation identi�es thestarvation problem. Clearly, both of the abort-oriented schemes result in transaction starva-tion. Due to its high degree of parallelism, OCCL CMT leads to the more severe starvationthan 2PL PA.We have developed a weighted priority scheduling policy to cope with the starvationproblem (see Section 2.3.2). Figure 16 shows the e�ect of such a CPU scheduling schemeon transaction starvation. Here we associate a weighting factor w to long transactions,varying from 1.0 to 2.6, while �xing w at 1.0 for short transactions. When w is equal to 1.0,the scheduling scheme follows the earliest-deadline-�rst policy. At this point, the averagedeadline guarantee ratio coincides with the previous results for x = 6 (see Figure 11). But,long transactions su�er from the starvation problem. As w increases, under OCCL CMT,the deadline guarantee ratio of long transactions increases while the deadline guaranteeratio of short transactions decreases. Under 2PL PA, however, the deadline guarantee ratioof long and short transactions changes slowly. Note that the average deadline guaranteeratio under both schemes does not change with w.The observation from the experiment indicates that OCCL CMT is a more exiblescheme in that it can be integrated with an appropriate CPU scheduling policy in order to16



resolve transaction starvation. This is due to the fact that the transaction blocking timeunder OCCL CMT is much shorter than that under 2PL PA (see Figure 3), which gives theCPU scheduler more freedom to carry out priority scheduling. In addition, the weightedpriority scheduling scheme follows the conservation law, i.e., the increase of the deadlineguarantee ratio for long transactions leads to the decrease of the deadline guarantee ratio forshort transactions, and the average deadline guarantee ratio is kept constant. This bringsup the question of fairness on transaction scheduling. At this point, there is no criterionfor a \fair scheduling". In practice, the system designer may choose the weighting factorsfor di�erent groups of transactions such that their performance requirements can be met.5 ConclusionsWe have investigated real-time optimistic concurrency control with respect to its physicalimplementation. We have developed a set of locking-based protocols for the optimisticapproach. The protocols, together with several conict resolution schemes, have been im-plemented and evaluated on a real-time database testbed. The experimental results showthat optimistic concurrency control may not always outperform the two-phase locking whichincorporates priority information in its conict resolution. In particular, the performancedi�erence between the two concurrency control schemes is sensitive to the amount of datacontention, but not to the amount of I/O resource contention (as measured by resource uti-lization). The optimistic scheme performs better than the two-phase locking scheme whendata contention is low, and vice versa when data contention is high. It is shown that thelocking mechanism adopted in the OCC implementation results in blocking and, in turn,priority inversion as well as high abort rate, thus a�ecting the protocol performance.In this paper, we have also explored the starvation problem with respect to the dead-line guarantee ratio for transactions of di�erent length. The performance studies show thatboth the abort-oriented two-phase locking and optimistic approaches result in starvationfor long transactions. Integrated with the proposed weighted priority scheduling, the opti-mistic concurrency control scheme exhibits a greater exibility in coping with the starvationproblem.Even though this study reveals some weaknesses of the optimistic approach with re-spect to its implementation, we believe that this approach is still a candidate for real-timeconcurrency control owing to its high degree of parallelism and its exibility in handlingconict resolution and in integration with CPU scheduling. Since the e�ectiveness of theapproach is closely related to its physical implementation scheme, its performance can befurther improved by adding certain processing components into the system. For example,regarding the locking-based scheme developed in this work, if a disk controller can performthe write operations in transaction validation order and it can also intelligently manage theorder of read and write operations [3], the V-lock holding period can be largely reduced.The integration of concurrency control with I/O scheduling is an interesting topic for futurework. Another example for improving the performance of the optimistic approach is theuse of a database cache which can accommodate data pages to be accessed by restartedreal-time transactions. The development of such a technique also remains part of future17



work. Also, di�erent variations of the locking-based implementation of OCC need to beexplored. For example, a transaction that fails in its attempt to acquire a V-lock couldrelease all its other V-locks and attempt to reacquire them when the V-lock is released.This allows read transactions to proceed.Our experimental results do not completely agree with the simulation studies reportedin [6, 7], where it was shown that the real-time OCC always outperforms the two-phaselocking protocol that employs priority abort. The di�erence may result from one or moreof the following important factors: (1) Implementation overhead - our experimental workcaptures the blocking e�ect of the real-time OCC protocol at the physical implementationlevel. This factor was ignored in the simulation studies. (2) Disk scheduling - because ofphysical limitations of our testbed our disk scheduling policy did not account for deadlines,while priority I/O disk scheduling was used in [6, 7]. (3) System model - our testbed adoptsa closed system, while the simulation studies considered an open system. In addition,the testbed is a single-CPU system with two disks. The simulation model, on the otherhand, assumed a multi-processor system with at least 10 CPUs and 20 disks (Most of thesimulation results were obtained from the assumption that the system has in�nite resources.)With the di�erent types of system and the di�erent degree of protocol implementation, it isnot surprising to see the performance di�erence. However, when comparing 2PL and OCC(WAIT-50) in our environment, the implementation costs of OCC do a�ect the results.AcknowledgmentsThe authors would like to thank Purimetla Bhaskar for helpful discussions and his assistancein implementing the OCCL PW protocol on RT-CARAT and C. Shih for help in preparingthis version of the paper.References[1] Agrawal, R., M.J. Carey and M. Livny, \Concurrency Control Performance Modeling:Alternatives and Implications,"ACM Transaction on Database Systems, Vol.12, No.4,Dec. 1987.[2] Abbott, R. and H. Garcia-Molina, \Scheduling Real-Time Transactions: A Perfor-mance Evaluation," Proceedings of the 14th VLDB Conference, Aug. 1988.[3] Abbott, R. and H. Garcia-Molina, \Scheduling I/O Requests with Deadlines: A Per-formance Evaluation," Proceedings of the 11th Real-Time Systems Symposium, Dec.1990.[4] Carey, M.J. and M.R. Stonebraker, \The Performance of Concurrency Control Algo-rithms for Database Management Systems," Proceedings of the 10th VLDB Conference,1984. 18
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